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Figure 1: A wolf with black pelage. On Isle Royale in the 1970s, 3 of about 20 wolves were
black phase like this one. However, by 1980 all were grey pelage. This is a great example of
fixation of a recessive allele due to genetic drift.

Prologue

In 1970, Rolf Peterson began studying the wolves living on Isle Royale National Park in Lake
Superior. At that time, Isle Royale harbored about 20 wolves organized into a single, large pack
and a few singles and pairs living apart from the pack. Peterson noticed that one of the wolves
in the pack, who appeared to be the main breeding male, had a black coat (also called the
melanistic phase; see the image above). Coat color in wolves is a relatively simple Mendelian
trait in which melanistic (black) coats are dominant to gray. Given that the main breeding male
in the pack was black, one would expect the number of black wolves on the island would be
increasing, and therefore so would the allele for black pelage. However, just 10 years later, and
forever after, all wolves have been gray, suggesting that the allele for melanism went extinct.
This could have been natural selection—gray coats may have been advantageous. However, it’s
possible that another mechanism of evolution is to blame. Here we explore that possibility.
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1 Vocabulary

Genetic drift Neutral trait Effective population size
Substitution Founder effect Migration

2 How does genetic migration affect evolution?

2.1 Readings

� Required: §7.1 in the textbook (Herron and Freeman, 2014).

2.2 Concept Questions

1. Answer Question 1 on page 285 of the textbook.

2. Answer Question 2 on pages 285 and 286 of the textbook.

3 How powerful an evolutionary force is random genetic

drift?

3.1 Readings

� Required: §7.2 of the textbook (Herron and Freeman, 2014); Computing Consequences
Boxes 7.3 and 7.4.

3.2 Concept Questions

1. Explain the difference between mutation of one allele into another and substitution of one
allele for another.

2. Answer Question 3 on page 286 of the textbook.

3. Answer Question 5 on page 286 of the textbook.

4. Answer Question 6a on page 286 of the textbook.

5. Answer Question 6b on page 289 of the textbook.

3.3 Synthesis Questions

6. Among wolves (Canis lupus), black pelage (fur color) is dominant, and gray is recessive.
(See picture on page 1 of this assignment and Lecture 1.4 Assignment, §2.2.) Specifically,
black pelage is caused by genotypes KBKB or KBky, whereas gray wolves have genotype
kyky. In 1971, 3 black and 27 gray wolves lived on Isle Royale National Park. Suppose
all 3 black wolves were heterozygous, KBky. Further, suppose coat color is completely
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neutral—neither pattern gives an advantage nor disadvantage in survival or reproduction.
What is the probability that the melanistic allele KB goes extinct on Isle Royale?

7. Reconsider coat color in wolves. The wolf population in Algonquin Provincial Park in
eastern Ontario harbors about 500 wolves. Suppose all but 3 of these are gray and 3 are
heterozygous black. What is the probability of extinction of the KB allele in Algonquin
Park?

8. Male elephant seals (Mirounga angustirostris) will defend a group of females, and the
females will only breed with the male defending them. Therefore, in any given year,
many male elephant seals will not breed. Consider a population of 1326 elephant seals.
Of these, 659 are females and 667 are males. Of the females, 456 breed, but only 47 males
breed. What is the effective population size for this population?

Image Credits

Figure 1, page 1: From S. Westfall, retrieverman.net.
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